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Welcome to the Royal Stories

hese Royal Stories are the companion volume to the language
arts course, Big Philosophy for Little Kids — a highly successful
writing curriculum that also teaches character strengths to
elementary age children. It is patterned after ancient educational
systems for teaching emotional potency to the children of cultural
leaders. Twenty-five years in development, it is in use today in
California public schools, and has received superlative praise from
children, teachers, parents, and scholars. Modern in its
understanding, ancient in its sources, these stories and Big
Philosophy for Little Kids sow the seeds of wisdom while developing
the arts of writing.

W

hile this course may address many adult issues, it is for the
children. They love learning wisdom and developing
character strengths. Parallel myths, legends, and stories from around
the world emphasize and re-emphasize a theme again and again.
This multicultural confirmation crystallizes the current theme from a
variety of viewpoints and with each culture’s distinct flavor. These
classic stories give the children a world of wisdom.

W

ith the Royal Stories are parent guides suggesting positive uses
of the story with your child. While the Royal Stories can stand
alone, they are meant to be used with Big Philosophy for Little Kids.
This course of study directly empowers the children—as it transmits a
rich heritage of wisdom. After the Stories and writing assignments
have been engaged, the jewel that remains is a common language
about life’s dearest and most compelling principles.

T

he matter of affective education is so emotional that it is
especially important that we clarify the character issues that
strengthen our children’s emotional intelligence. Social values such
as respect, trustworthiness, caring, civility, and service are built upon
personal strengths. Therefore, Royal Stories does not over-focus on

social values, but uses stories, activities and lessons to build the five
following personal principles of character:

*
*
*
*
*

the ability to focus and the wisdom of failure
the difference between short-term and long-term happiness
the need and usefulness of self-knowledge
the inspirational play of breath and feeling
service heroes and the joy of community.

G

rowing attention. Brief and lasting happiness. The value of
self-awareness. Inspiration. The joy of service. You find one (or
all) of these themes in almost every story and moral you hear. On
the basis of wisdom rather than behavior modification, the social
values naturally flourish. Plant these seeds, cultivate these themes
until they are harvested in true understanding, and we will gift the
generations.
*****

Effort is its own reward.
We are here to do.

And through doing to learn;

and through learning to know;
and through knowing

to experience wonder;

and through wonder to attain wisdom;
and through wisdom to find simplicity;

and through simplicity to give attention;
and through attention to see
what needs to be done.

—Jewish Sage Ben Hei

The Classic Stories:
Attention!
Introduction: The Task of Concentration
and The Wisdom of Failure
The Stories of:

—African-American: Wilma Rudolph

—American: Glenn Cunningham
—American: Helen Keller

—Hellenic: Daedalus and Icarus
—Tibet: Milarepa’s Tasks
—Minoan: Bull Leaping

—African: The Thirsty Bird

—Asian: Sleeping on Brushwood
—Judaic: The Mighty Atom
—Personal/Cultural History

—Native American: The Lady Awakens
Parent Guides

Proverbs & Saws & Supplemental Services
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The Task of Concentration & The Wisdom of Failure

T

he Royal Stories (and Big Philosophy for Little Kids) begin with lessons on
attention. The task of improving attention anchors the student as well as the
lessons. This strengthened attention provides a firm foundation for the rest of life
and grounds the child in self-generated improvement.

W

hen attention itself becomes a distinct subject (not the background),
students naturally participate in their own growth. While studying and
teaching the challenge of attention, naturally a primary focus is perseverance,
but everyone tends to forget that persistence is preceded by failure. To
emphasize persistence alone belittles the difficulty of the task and weakens

one’s resolve. Persistence is only one half of the reality of accomplishment. A
proper relationship to frustration and failure is also required and is to be
emphasized along with excellent attention for success. To embrace both these
positive and negative aspects of attention stabilizes one’s growth in a
full-rounded reality. Give encouragement and guidance in concentrating,
persistence, and excellence, but also share extensively about the difficulty of
losing, falling, and failing. Let us not rob our children of the night.

T

o focus and to persist are fundamental requirements in every human
undertaking. We must explicitly teach and challenge our children to focus
and persist. But to persist with growing strength, we must forgive ourselves of
our failures—and come to rest—before or as we try again. Otherwise we are
trapped in the wasteful moods of reaction. By acceptance and rest, we are
able to respond (response-ability) in the moment, rather than re-acting to a
past event. Therefore the other great component of the theme of attention is
rest. To increase the capacity of attention, we must not only exercise our focus,
not only persevere in that focus, we must learn also to rest, resting the tension
in attention. This stillness, acceptance, or rest is the third component of
attention—and, let your children know, very difficult.

T

rying, persistence, falling short, and acceptance. Again and again and
again.
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L

et us invite our children into a great process; let them know that this
challenge of attention is a lifetime challenge, a muscle that they will
forever attend to, not something they are going to get right or wrong.
Because children tend to see in black-and-white, explicitly let them know it is
a process; there is no endless failure or unending winning, only growing slowly
or urgently.

T

he real-life stories of Wilma Rudolph, Glenn Cunningham, and The Mighty
Atom not only illustrate the exercise of attention, they also describe the
process of a full recovery. Everyone, at some time, has a recovery in front of
them.

I

n other stories you engage with your child (or your class), always highlight
the characters’ relation to frustration and failure. Tell the story of when
Michael Jordon got cut from the basketball team in high school. Or Nelson
Mandela, Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther King Jr. in prison, or The Little
Engine That Could, etc. Consistently emphasize the theme of frustration and
temporary failure, how it makes you feel, how failure makes you want to quit;
and then emphasize the proper relation to frustration and failure.

A

lways lead your children into a process of growth, not only good or only
bad. A proper relation to failure makes persistence distinct and strong.
This inclusion on failure and frustration sets the stage for growing attention and
the rewards of persistence.

D

o not preach, but guide and praise, tell them stories, and reveal your
own process. This interplay of failure, patience, attention, persistence,
acceptance, and healing can be most easily clarified by hearing the story of
another.
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The Secret: Wilma Rudolph

This is an inspiring story about an African American woman overcoming
severe physical handicaps, emotional difficulties, and social barriers.

W

ilma Rudolph was born in the small country town of Clarksville,
just outside of Nashville, Tennessee, in 1940. She was the 20th
of 22 children, and due to a fall by her mother, was born at home,
two months premature, tiny and weak. Medical care was out of the
question for her poor family, and was mainly available to
educated whites. The closest hospital for blacks was 40 miles away
in Nashville. Wilma Rudolph was not expected to live.
Wilma's mother took care of her anyway, gave Wilma all her love
and affection. But Wilma was so tiny and fragile she got every cold
and sickness that came through town. Her mother gave her home
remedies and put her under piles of blankets to sweat out the bad
stuff. That worked on the measles, mumps and chicken pox; she
lived through all of those—even when other kids around her died.
At age four, she came down with double pneumonia and then
scarlet fever. Once again, she should have died. Then the worst
thing of all happened, she got the awful crippling disease: polio.
Polio bent and paralyzed her legs and the doctors told her that
she would never walk again. (Imagine that you are a tiny kid who
has been sick almost all of your life, and the doctors tell you that
you will never walk again.) Wilma was crushed with sorrow and
despair. But her mother had another notion—that they would defy
the odds. Wilma later recalled, “The doctors told me I would never
walk, but my mother told me I would, so I believed in my mother.”
Wilma's mother carried her twice a week to Meharry Medical
College 40 miles away in Nashville. Wilma recalled, “Always a
greyhound bus, always the same route, and always the people
who were black sat in the back.” Once at the hospital, they
massaged and moved her legs. She tried to help too, even though
the sessions were very painful. Soon her mother learned how to do
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everything and gave her physical therapy at home. While other
kids her age started school, Wilma was left home, her useless leg
strapped into a heavy metal brace. In some ways this was her
hardest battle; being alone, not being able to play with any of her
friends. Wilma wrote in her autobiography, “Being left behind had
a terrible effect. I was so lonely, and I felt rejected. I would close
my eyes, and just drift off into a sinking feeling, going down, down,
down. I cried a lot.”
During this time Clarksville's only African American doctor would
come and visit her, free of charge. Dr. Coleman was a bridge over
troubled waters for her at this time. Wilma recalled, “He would
come by the house every so often to check up on me; I
remember him well, he was such a beautiful man. He was so kind
and nice, and never pressured the poor black people for money.
He would say, ‘Wilma, everything is gonna turn out all right. You
just fight this thing, you understand?’”
At night Wilma's mom would come home after a long day at
work, and after she cooked dinner for her family of two dozen, she
would devote herself to serving Wilma, even though she was as
tired as tired can be. She would massage and move Wilma's legs
and tell her it was gonna be fine someday. Wilma’s therapy hurt a
lot, but the hurt was kinda good; at least there was some life in her
legs. But Wilma still felt like a sick little kid and still seemed to get
every flu or cold that came along. She was almost always sick.
One day however, when she was starting to come down with a
sore throat, she got mad. Instead of collapsing and submitting to
another infirmary, she screamed to herself, “Life cannot be about
being sick all the time. Enough! No more taking everything that
comes along, no more drifting off, no more wondering. Enough is
enough!”
And what do you think began to happen? Wilma Rudolph
began to fight, she would stand up to her sorrow, stand up to
feeling sorry for herself, fight through the pain in her legs, try harder
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even if it hurt, and she began to develop her inner spirit, build her
attention, and strengthen her focus.
But she got only a little better. She tried and tried with all her
might, day after day, week after week, month after month—with no
progress. She tried with all her attention, but every day she failed.
Another day’s hope had become the daily failure. Even still, she
learned to accept her reality and her necessity, and so rested fully
at day’s end, because she gave her best.
Sometimes she wanted to quit, but didn’t. Other times she did
quit, but later began again. For years she kept up her courage and
persistence, even though there was little improvement.
When she finally did get to go to school on braces and crutches
she was not brave or even excited, but frightened. “I had been
alone so much of my life that I was terrified of my own peer group. I
knew I was poor, moneywise that is, and I knew my clothes were
made by my mother and not bought in some fancy store.”
Wilma wanted more than anything in the world to be accepted
by her classmates. But they made fun of her braces and crutches
and she was crushed again. She had been a failure everyday,
dreaming of the day she would get to go to school. Now at school
she felt like a failure again. She wanted to do something that none
of her classmates would do so that she would be great and then
her classmates would have to like her.
She worked extra hard at getting her legs stronger. For months
there was no improvement, but Wilma did not give up. After
another year, only the slightest improvement and her extra effort
did not even seem to be helping. She still walked with crutches and
a leg brace. But she didn’t give up. Another whole year went by
and again the most frustrating tiny improvement, but it was
improvement. Wilma didn’t give up. Another year went by and
finally she could stand without her leg brace and take a step or
two. But she would fall every time and it always hurt. Even then she
wouldn’t give up.
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Finally, just before her tenth birthday, came the day she had
been waiting for. She dressed in her Sunday best clothes and went
to church. She waited until everybody else went in and sat down.
When she got to the front door, she took off her braces and
walked all the way down the aisle. Every eye was on her,
everyone was so proud of her, every heart wished her the best.
Wilma was so happy she felt like she had exploded. She could
feel the spirit of happiness rejuvenating her poor little body. Even
her fragile and sickly legs could be transformed. Everyday she
practiced walking without her brace, like a baby learning to walk.
And slowly, like a baby, it took her two more years before her next
goal was reached: she could walk all day without falling and she
took off her brace forever. She sent it back to the hospital with a
note of thanks and suggested that another kid could now use it.
Wilma Rudolph had fulfilled her dream of proving her mother
right and the doctors wrong. But more importantly she had
learned how to persist through failure and frustration. Her attention
was great, her focus sharp, and now, after eight years of constant
struggle and metal imprisonment, she was healthy and happy.
Now she had the right stuff to set her spirit to the extra-ordinary.
Entering the seventh grade, Wilma took up basketball and tried
out for the team. Even though she was the weakest kid, she had
one advantage: when Coach Gray asked the kids for long and
hard practices, Wilma could outlast everyone else. Not because
she was the strongest, but only because she was the most
determined. She made the team.
Wilma continued to work harder than her teammates, and
even practiced for hours after the team practice had finished, but
did not get to play in real games except for the last couple of
minutes if her team was far ahead or far behind. Wilma wanted to
be a starter.
And the next year was the same, Wilma warmed the bench.
But instead of quitting, she practiced harder than ever. Her
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persistence earned her the nickname ‘Skeeter’, slang for mosquito.
Even still she only warmed the bench. “I used to sit there on the
bench and dream about someday becoming a star for the team,
but the coach didn’t seem to know I was alive.”
Finally, after two long frustrating years, she confronted Coach
Gray: she wanted a spot on the starting team. The coach listened
but said nothing. But when game time came Wilma got the nod
and her spirit electrified the whole team. They played with such
spirit they trounced the other team.
News of Wilma’s play spread through the town. People came in
droves to see the little girl who had only recently shed her braces
play in competition. And Wilma was not just a popular starter, she
quickly became a star, racking up points, and inspiring her whole
team.
Wilma Rudolph’s spirit took their team to the state
championships, where they had to first play another strong team.
Undaunted, Wilma tossed in 26 points to lead her team to another
triumph. The next team was a weak team and Wilma and her crew
thought they would beat them easily. They dreamed they were
going to win the whole thing and go on to be the Cinderellas of
basketball. They did not bring their usual focus and attention to the
game and the weakest team beat them.
Wilma was devastated. They had not been defeated by
hardship, but by themselves. Wilma vowed that she would focus not
only when it was hard, but also when it looked like it was easy too.
Thinking too much of herself had brought defeat upon her.
Obsessed with losing or winning consumes your attention and then
you don’t have enough left over for actually focusing! Wilma vowed
to strengthen her attention even more, beyond winning or losing.
Her only concern would be her attention, with giving it everything,
giving when she wanted to let up, giving more and more;
competing only with herself, on focusing now, on trying harder or
trying again—winning or not. Her resolve let her also rest fully and
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deeply when she was not giving her attention. She vowed not be
depressed by losing nor be big-headed by winning, but to stay
focused only on doing her best, resting in dedication.
Continuing to strengthen her attention muscle beyond losing
and winning, Wilma had learned a great secret.

“Winning is great, sure, but if you are going to do
something in life, the secret is learning how to lose.
Nobody goes undefeated all the time. If you can pick
yourself up after a defeat, and go on to win again, you
can be a champion.”

Wilma was recruited by a college track coach named Ed
Temple to take up running. She brought the same attention and
dedication to running that she had to basketball. The little
disabled girl had grown into a runner!
Wilma learned the hard way, (that is by losing!) the skills of her
new sport. And when she had learned those skills from Coach
Temple, she took off like a bullet.
Within a year she was the youngest person on the US Olympic
team! Only four years earlier she was wearing braces! Now the
little girl from the country town of Clarksville, Tennessee travelled to
the other side of the world to compete for the United States in the
1956 Australian Olympics. She was sixteen, six foot tall, and only
weighed 90 pounds. But, for the first time in her life, Wilma Rudolph
felt like no one cared if the color of her skin was dark. She was just
another competitor, another spirited champion amongst spirited
champions. Spirit cares not for the color or size or gender, but only
for trying and shining and caring.
Wilma did not make any of the cuts she needed to compete in
the championship races in Australia, but her team did make the
relay race. She felt failure again, but now it only strengthened her
resolve. Wilma’s performance made the difference in the relay
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race, and they captured a
bronze medal. She was proud
and amazed and very happy.
When her parents greeted
her at the airport in Nashville,
everything was complete. Now
Wilma had a new
determination. She would be
back in the next Olympics.
In 1960, four years later,
Wilma with her parents
Wilma made the Olympic team
again and went to Rome to go for the gold. In her first two events,
she not only took the golds, she also set new world records. In her
final race, she was the last leg of the relay, and by the time the
baton came to her, her team was far behind. Worst still, she almost
bobbled the baton which would have disqualified her. But Wilma
caught her
attention just in
time and took off
like lightning,
running faster
than any woman
had ever, ever
run before. At
the end, she put
on a spectacular
burst of speed
and inched
ahead of her
competitors. The
crowds went
crazy for her.
Wilma wins the relay race
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“The feeling of
accomplishment
welled up inside
me . . . three
Olympic gold
medals. I knew
that was
something
nobody could
ever take away
from me, ever.
After the playing
of the
‘Star-Spangled
Wilma with her three gold medals
Banner,’ I was
mobbed. People were jumping all over me, pushing microphones
into my face, pounding my back. I had to be rescued by the
American officials.”
Now Wilma Rudolph was a world hero; the little disabled girl
had shown them! She had proven to everyone how spirit and
determination had transformed dead flesh into light. Requests
poured in for her company. Pope John XXIII received her and then
Wilma and her team traveled to visit the leaders of Europe. When
they returned to New York, Wilma was mobbed. One fan even
tore her shoes off of her feet; the entire country was delirious with
her accomplishment.
When she finally got back to Nashville, another immense crowd
welcomed her. “Everybody was there—mayors of cities, the state
governor, judges, tv stations, marching bands, scores of reporters
and photographers.” A police motorcade escorted her to
Clarksville for her victory party. Thousands of people lined the
highway waving at her. Banners hung across the streets and when
she arrived in Clarksville, the entire town, black and white, turned
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out to greet her. And all because Wilma had insisted it be so: “It
was actually the first integrated event in the history of the town. So
was the banquet they gave for me that night; it was the first time in
Clarksville’s history that blacks and whites had gathered under the
same roof for the same event.”
The spirit of giving creates a great celebration, and sees through
all color to a kinder light.
Wilma died suddenly of brain cancer in 1994, but her spirit will
always shine.

*****
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Glenn Cunningham's Full Recovery

The story of Glenn Cunningham is similar to the Wilma Rudolph story
in his overcoming great physical difficulties.

G

lenn Cunningham was a poor farm boy growing up in Kansas,
a likeable kid who smiled a lot. His family didn't have enough
money to buy his school books, but that didn't stop Glenn. He
knew school was extremely important so he took the job of lighting
the school stove every morning, before anyone else got there. He
was proud that this job earned him his school books.
In the evening, a man would leave wood and kerosene at the
school, and in the early morning Glenn would arrive and build the
fire. He would start by taking a bucket and small shovel and
cleaning the ashes out from the day before. He would throw the
ashes on the school garden for fertilizer. Next, he would skillfully
stack the logs in the stove and pour a bit of kerosene on them. He
would place the lid back on the stove, and open the side door.
Rolling up a piece of paper like a long match and lighting the very
end of it, he could bend down and safely start the fire in the stove
box from afar. Closing the stove box door then caused air to rush
in the vents and feed the fire. Soon, the fire was roaring and the
school house was warm when the others arrived.
One morning, the man who left the kerosene and wood made
a mistake. He left gasoline instead of kerosene. Kerosene burns
slowly but gasoline can explode. When Glenn bent down to light
the fire, the whole thing exploded and caught everything on fire,
including Glenn's legs. The explosion broke his legs too. The school
burned down but, miraculously Glenn survived, and they rushed
him to the hospital. He was in great pain and so scared that he
thought he was going crazy. Deep inside, he seemed to just hold
on and wait. At the hospital, they put Glenn to sleep and
operated on him.
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When he woke up, he couldn't feel his legs anymore. He was
completely wrapped up in bandages and couldn't move. The
doctors told him that five of his toes, two on one foot and three on
the other, had been so burned that they had no other choice by to
cut them off. The doctors also told him he would probably never
walk again.
Glenn felt very sad and he cried a lot. But soon the painful days
went away and he got to go home. At first he was still sad, but
slowly he got used to being alive again, just not being able to walk.
From his wheelchair, he could still smile with his family and his food
still tasted real good. Life could have a fullness in it, even though
something really bad had happened.
Then, a few months later, Glenn noticed that if he put all of his
attention on it, he could feel one of the toes that was left. If he tried
with all his might, he could just barely move it! He was excited! All
afternoon he focused on his toe, moving it when he could. The next
day too, he went into an inward world, inside his toe, and
concentrated all of his attention on wiggling his toe again. And
again. And again. He would get very tired, but persisted through
the discomfort. For weeks, he couldn't wiggle any other toes, but he
kept on trying. Soon, he started wiggling another one, then a
month later two more, then all of his remaining toes!
Next, Glenn wanted to move his whole foot but no matter how
hard he tried he failed. For a time it looked like maybe just his toes
were going to revive, because the rest of his legs and feet were still
asleep. But his persistence finally woke his feet up! For weeks Glenn
practiced tensing his muscles in his toes, feet, then legs. At first, it
would kinda hurt to squeeze a new muscle, but it felt good, too.
Then one day, trembling and holding on to a table like a baby,
Glenn stood up for the first time since his accident.
Glenn wanted to walk, but when he tried, he fell down. He had
been so happy when he first stood up, but now he felt like crying.
But instead of collapsing, he remembered all of the times he had
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tried to move just his toe or foot, and realized that he could feel
happy with the progress he was making. He let go of his sorrow
and made a promise to himself to never give up improving. No
matter how many times he fell down, he just brushed himself off
and tried again. Within a month, he walked to the barn!
The doctors thought Glenn's recovery was like a miracle and
were very happy for him. But they noticed that his legs were still a
little crooked from the explosion. They suggested that if he could
start running, it might help to straighten them out. But they didn't
have to tell Glenn that! He was already trying. Soon Glenn ran
everywhere!
The town folk knew that Glenn was supposed to never walk
again, so when people saw him, they smiled and often called,
“Run boy, run!” In a backwards way, it was true what the doctors
had said long ago, he never would walk again!
Glenn began to enter running races. At first he lost, but then he
remembered the promise he made to himself and just kept on
trying. The hardest times were when he would lose, because at first
he would feel unhappy and didn’t want to try anymore. But he
noticed that when he was moody, he didn't have as much energy
for running. So he learned to just smile and breathe and let go of
the bad feeling. It was OK to fail, he would just start again and be
happy. This was his biggest lesson.
Just four years after the fire, his persistence began to reward
him. He started winning! And he kept on getting faster and faster.
No one had ever seen anything like it, he was like the wind, flying
everywhere. He became the fastest young runner anyone had
ever seen. The people of his little town all chipped in together and
sent him to the Junior American Olympics, but there were older,
faster runners there and Glenn lost all the races he entered. But
now his failures only inspired him further. He worked harder than
ever. Everyone believed in him, so the next year they raised
money and sent him again. This time he did not fail. He won many
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of the events he entered and set a new
junior world record!
In college, Glenn continued to grow
and became even faster. He entered
the Olympics for adults and won gold
medals in running. Even after that he
kept working on improving.
At the time, the world record for
running a mile was 4:09. Some people
predicted that someday man would run
a four minute mile. Others said it was
impossible, that no one could ever run
even close to a four minute mile. Then
Glenn Cunningham shattered the world
speed record by running a mile in 4:04.4. He may have failed to
break the four-minute mile, but for a moment, he became the
fastest person in the history of the whole world; a great hero had
risen from the little boy who was supposed to never walk again.
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From Isolation to Understanding:
The Story of Helen Keller
This is an assignment, a story the kids research and write about. I like to
watch the movie “The Miracle Worker” first. With their interest piqued, go to Big
Philosophy for Little Kids online and click onto the lessons on ATTENTION! There
you will find links to online curricula about Helen Keller, and the WIkipedia
biography. Beginning with this research, students are to write a 500-1000 word
summary of Helen Keller’s life. LIST every source (website, book, movie) of
every phrase you use that is over 5 words in a row.
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Parent Guide

For the Stories of Wilma Rudolph, Glenn Cunningham,
Helen Keller, and The Mighty Atom
As your child engages these stories, it is easy and natural to refer to them
again and again. As adults, we need to recognize our own anxiety for our child
to be the best, and not harp on them. It is better to encourage a theme (like
attention) fifty times a year than fifty times a week. We must also remember not
to be “talking heads” to our children: engage them whole-bodily when
possible. Challenge them to gymnastics or dance or music or balancing of any
kind. Play your favorite attention-requiring games with them. Balance a book on
your head, etc. If this kind of engagement is not your strong suit, please look
over the One Pointed One Minute game in the Teacher’s Curriculum for ideas
(pp. 143-167).
Over time, read to your children all of these Classic Attention Stories. Have
them do art of their favorite part from the story in their quiet time. When your
children are the appropriate age, have them read these stories to you.
Tell your child about things you did that took all of your attention. (E.g.
Educational degree, sports, arts, difficulties.) Mirroring the stories, tell them how
you felt when:
— you failed;
— you decided to persist;
— you experienced the difficulty of persistence;
— your pride of giving attention, and the deep satisfaction of accomplishment.
Likewise, give your child opportunities to talk about their actions and
persistence.
When you are relaying a story about something you did, include the theme
of paying attention (or poor attention) in your speech. Gently weave it into your
ordinary conversations. Your own commitment to continual growth will be your
child’s best tool in theirs.
Use the two ideas (“Attention Muscle” and the “Mountain of Attention”) as
you create images with your child. Help them develop their “attention muscle”
and “build a great mountain (of attention)”. Praise their effort in building both.
Let them know they are involved in a great process.
When you watch TV together, occasionally point out the quality of attention
in the main characters. Vocalize your appreciation (yes you!) of the great
attention required for athletics, dance, music, feats, etc. Likewise, point out how
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one does not exercise their attention muscle when watching TV. TV is like a
massage, it’s good to relax, but it won’t make you strong. Have them pick the
programs they want to see and mutually agree on what is required of them for
a full explanation how a little TV is good, but a lot makes you weak. If
possible, point out how “entertain” and “attention” are related, “entertain” is
to be held, attention is holding. (You build better attention muscles holding
than being held.) And most importantly, encourage non-TV forms of individual
and family entertainment that are more fun, more challenging, and more
work for you.
Teach your child to recite Wilma’s Secret.

“Winning is great, sure, but if you are going to do
something in life, the secret is learning how to lose.
Nobody goes undefeated all the time. If you can pick
yourself up after a defeat, and go on to win again, you
can be a champion.”
Recitation is an excellent way to develop attention skills—and will most

likely help their schoolwork.

Give your children regular challenges and rewards.

Most of the rewards in the freedom<—>responsibility dynamic should be
intrinsic, rather than extrinsic. That is, give freedoms for responsibility, avoid the
‘buying their childhood’ syndrome. Tie freedoms with responsibilities creatively.
Don’t forget to be gracious. Do not fail to be firm. Grant greater and greater
freedom to greater and greater responsibility—and in specific, ageappropriate terms.
_____________

*I find “attention muscle” to be superior to “brain muscle”, which some
teachers use for this reason: “Brain muscle” does not discriminate between the
sensation of knowledge and the work of concentration. By isolating the
capacity of concentration, independent of knowledge, guidance on paying
attention is more effective.
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Daedalus and Icarus

The story of Daedalus and Icarus is a classic Hellenic myth, used here to
illustrate the difference between evenness and impulsiveness. “Daedalus”
literally means ‘even-handedness” and was a common surname for carpenters
and artisans.

O

nce upon a time, on the island of Crete, a great King named
Minos wanted a magnificent garden around his palace. He
sent for the famous craftsman Daedalus to design and construct
the gardens. Daedalus came with his son, Icarus, who was learning
from his father about craftsmanship.
Daedalus decided to build the gardens in a labyrinth—which is a
puzzle that you try to find your way through. When the gardens
were complete, King Minos loved them, but most people lost their
way trying to walk through the maze. He even imprisoned his
enemies there because they would spend their whole life trying to
find their way out.
Once, Daedalus helped one of King Minos' foes get free from the
labyrinth, so the King put Daedalus and his son under arrest. They
were not allowed to board any ships in his harbor, and to swim to
the next island would be too far. They would have to stay, or so the
King thought. But the renowned craftsman Daedalus was not
dismayed. He began building two sets
of huge wings, one for himself and one
for his son, Icarus.
Once Daedalus had constructed the
lightweight frames for their arms, he
and his son gathered feathers to put on
the wings. Carefully gluing all the
feathers on the wings with wax, they
worked every second of the day, and
soon they were ready.
He warned his son, “Fly evenly and
steadily like the eagle, and don’t fly
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too high, or the sun will melt the wax.” Then they put on their giant
wings and began to fly! Daedalus and his son glided over the
ocean like birds, happy and free.
Even though Daedalus reminded Icarus to be focused and
careful, the boy soon became so excited that he started zooming
around crazily and wildly. Sure enough, Icarus forgot what his
father had told him and finally zoomed so high that the sun
melted the wax on his wings, the feathers fell off, and he
plummeted into the ocean.
****
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Bull-Leaping

T

Bull-leaping was a feature of the Minoan civilization, wherein the leapers
demonstrated perfect, yet relaxed, attention.

hirty-five centuries ago, from the island of Crete, a magnificent
culture spread art, eloquence, and peace throughout the
Mediterranean. Their merchant ships sailed through the straits of
Gilbraltar, around the bulge of Africa, looking for gold; or north to
the isles of Stonehenge, to purchase tin. One of their sacred words
was “ga” and it was symbolized by the new crescent moon and
the horns of the fearless bull.
The Minoans engaged a telling ceremony with the bull and his
horns. Into an arena a bull was forced and into that same arena
slipped a young man or woman. The youngster had no weapons,
no armor, and yet was expected to conquer the bull with only
perfect attention and perfect relaxation. He or she would stare
directly into the bull's eye and walk slowly toward it. Any ripple of
fear or fragmenting of attention would cause the bull to charge the
contestant and chase him or her out of the arena. But if the
contestant looked into the bull's eye with calmness and perfect
attention, breathing away the ripples of fear, he or she would
eventually be able to slowly walk directly up to the bull.
There, directly in front of the bull, the contestant would
completely rest and take a full breath. Everyone watched in
complete suspense for if the bull sensed any fear and proceeded
to charge, death could come to the contestant most easily.
After the pregnant, full-breathed pause at the top of the
mountain of attention, the contestant suddenly reached up,
grabbed the horns of the bull, and leapt as hard as he or she
could. As the surprised bull threw his head up, it flung the
contestant all the way over the bull. The audience now roared with
approval and bestowed glory upon the contestant. He or she had
made the great demonstration and had shown to everyone that it
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takes great focus and strength of attention to touch the creative
ga. Think about this story the next time you hear the phrase, “bull's
eye”.

Bull Leaping 1-2-3
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T

Milarepa’s Tasks
.

he Story of Milarepa by Molly McGregor can be found in the
ATTENTION section of Big Philosophy for Little Kids.
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Parent Guide
Attention has many qualities: intense, relaxed, even, impulsive, blurry,

scattered, focused. We emphasize not only the quantity or giving of attention,
but also the quality of attention, and how their attention works. Of course we

encourage them to fly with their feeling, energy, and attention, but

remember: if that flight is not even, disaster will surely befall them. Let us not

repress our children, but guide them. Point out that in almost every accident,
someone was behaving like Icarus and not like Daedalus. The solution to

crashes is not inactivity but even-handedness. Tell them about the proverb,
“Make haste slowly.” Fly, but fly evenly!

Use the story of “Bull’s Leaping” to underscore the entire lesson of focus,

concentration and excellent attention. Bull’s Eye! also shows another quality of
attention: relaxed attention (as opposed to gripping, concentrative

attention). Sometimes you need extreme concentration, sometimes you need

even-handedness, sometimes you need to hold your attention simply, and

sometimes you need to relax. (Later, in the Nature Games we will introduce

relaxing attention altogether, but first let’s grow it!) Relaxed, simple attention is

one of the goals in building attention.

Comments you make about characters in stories is one of the great ways

to reinforce these themes. Children learn from parents not only explicitly but

implicitly — that is, more learning is gathered from what you do, not as much
from what you say. Back up every direct, verbal guidance with implicit

guidance. Demonstrate, don’t preach.

In India, children are taught “sila”, roughly equivalent to the

evenhandedness of Daedalus. Sila is a Pali term connoting, “conduct,

behavior, habit.” Through the lesson of “sila”, children can be taught to have

a feeling relationship, rather than just a vital relationship to life. The calmness of

Daedalus or sila is the foundation of this feeling-relatedness. If you think this

restfulness-capacity is important, you are in good company. Children should

explicitly hear from you about how growing attention and strengthening focus

is grounded in restfulness.
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Sila, or equanimity, is fundamental to the practice of children. The

daily life of children should be altogether conducive to balance, ease,
relaxation, and freedom from all the arbitrary, mechanical patterning

that tends to develop when children are allowed to live sheerly on the

basis of exploiting their vitality.

Thus, sila, or equanimity, is fundamental ...to the process of releasing

energy and attention from the self-bond and of enjoying the state of
equanimity, or natural control over the outgoing automaticities of

energy and attention.

—Avatara Adi Da
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African: The Thirsty Bird

ird was thirsty but no water could be found. Drought was
everywhere. She would have to go near the humans. But the
people guarded their water and kept it in large gourds with small
mouths.
Bird saw an unguarded gourd and carefully flew to it. Bird was
very glad. She looked into the gourd and saw the most beautiful
sight: fresh water. She stuck her beak down to drink, but the neck
of the gourd was too small, she couldn’t fit her head down it!
Bird was very frustrated. She would try to turn the gourd over,
but it was very big at the bottom and too heavy. She would push
very hard with her head, but no matter how hard she tried, her
beak stopped just short of the water!
Bird was overwhelmed with thirst and frustration. Suddenly, she
had an idea. Bird flew nearby and got a pebble. She dropped it in
the water. Why do you think she did this? Because the pebble
made the water level rise.
Bird tried to drink again, but the water hadn’t risen high enough
to reach it with her beak. Bird flew nearby and got another
pebble, and another and another. She finally got her first sip. But a
man came and took a drink himself! Now bird would have to start
all over again.
Bird flew and flew and flew. She knew she would have to make
many trips and was glad that she had at least had one sip. But
after all this great work, her thirst grew large. Soon thereafter, she
was able to take another sip of the sweetest sensation, fresh water
to a thirsty throat.
Suddenly, many people came and scared bird away. She
almost cried as they came. She thought they would drink all the
water. She watched in agony as they stayed and talked. But no
one drank the water. Just as suddenly as they appeared, they left
again.
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Bird brought one more pebble with her as she returned to the
jug. Kerplunk! The splashing water bathed her face as she
immersed her beak and drank deeply.
*****
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Asian: Sleeping on Brushwood

G

This story was given to me by Jaia Childers,
co-author of The White Haired Girl.
It is the classic Chinese story depicting persistence .

o Jian was Emperor of Yua Kingdom in the Spring-Autumn
period in China (770 BCE to 476 BCE). His army had been
defeated by the army of the Emperor of Wu Kingdom, and Go Jian
and his people were taken captive as slaves. Emperor Go Jian was
fiercely determined to liberate his people and drive out the army
of the Wu Kingdom. The Wu Kingdom, however, maintained their
control by fierce power and oppressive ways. The people were
very unhappy. The Wu Kingdom would have to be undone.
To overthrow the Wu Kingdom, Go Jian would have to forge a
white-hot intent. To steel himself to the purpose, and so as not to
forget even for a moment, his people’s bitter plight, he kept a
piece of bitter gall hanging from the ceiling. He would taste it at
night before going to sleep on a bed of firewood, and also taste it
before performing any task—to remind him to be absolutely
focused.
After years of planning, focusing, preparing, and strategizing in
captivity, Emperor Go Jian led a rebellion that overthrew the
Kingdom of Wu, freed his people, and recovered his Kingdom at
last.
This is the origin of the Chinese saying, “Wo shin chang dan,”*
“Lying on firewood, tasting bitter gall.” This phrase means
unbending intent, absolute determination and clarity toward a
goal. It also connotes using one’s humiliation or defeat as fuel to
victory.

Wo shin chang dan
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Judaic: The Mighty Atom

Adapted from The Mighty Atom by Ed Spielman

n July 15, 1893, a woman named Chaya Greenstein, six
months pregnant and terribly poor, fell on the streets of Suvalk,
Poland, and went into premature labor. She soon gave birth to a
tiny boy, weighing only three and a half pounds and drawing just
the tiniest whisper of a breath. He was not expected to live.
But surprisingly, the teeny baby held on to life and breath. After
a full week had passed, he was named Yosselle Leib, and
attracted local attention as a medical miracle.
Yosselle’s childhood was terrible. His family was the poorest in the
town, and could only afford rags for clothes and rags for shoes,
even in the bitter winter months. They often ate old, discarded
bread as their only meal of the day or had to pick through food left
in the fields after harvest. When Yosselle was just five, his asthmatic
father died, and life went from hard to bitter.
Worst of all, Yosselle was a weak, sickly child, with constant
asthma like his father and a pale complexion—though each year
he hung on to life, his eyes seemingly growing bluer. When Yoselle
turned 14, he was still terribly feeble and gasping for breath, so Mrs.
Greenstein took him to the doctors. They examined poor Yoselle
then concluded there was nothing they could do. They told Mrs.
Greenstein that Yoselle probably wouldn’t see his 18th birthday.
Yoselle was crushed even more, and his sickly body felt
defeated. He didn’t know what to do, and was afraid he would
get even more sick, lose his breath, and die.
Later that very day, fragile Yoselle was standing in front of a
poster for the circus that had come to town. The main attraction
was “Champion Volanko”, strongman extraordinaire. In stark
contrast to Yoselle’s life of weakness, he noticed the vibrance of
Champion Volanko’s health. Yoselle decided he would try to get a
glimpse of the strongman and went to the circus grounds.
As he approached the big tent, Yoselle was beaten by other
circus boys because he was Jewish, but was saved by none other
than Volanko himself.
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Yoselle was grateful and amazed by Volanko’s rescue, and was
soon having tea with his hero. Yoselle was amazed to discover that
Volanko was no ordinary strongman, he was a wise man as well.
Volanko immediately noticed how fragile and sickly his new
asthmatic friend was, and when Yoselle kept coughing, Volanko
inquired, “You’re seeing a doctor?”
“Three of them, this very day,” Yoselle replied.
“And what did they say?”
“They said I’m going to die,” the sad Yoselle responded bravely.
“Ha! What do they really know about health?”, the champion
scoffed, then proudly confessed, “I was once more sickly than you!”
“No!” Yoselle cried in disbelief.
“Is this the face of a liar?” Volanko asked radiantly, then asserted,
“The greatest athletes have grown from the weak and infirm.” He
paused and let the reality of his proclamation sink in, then
challenged Yoselle, “Do you want die?”
“No.”
“Then don’t,” the champion said with certainty.
“You could cure me?” the young Yoselle implored.
“No, only you can do that.”
Yoselle did not return home for a year and a half, though he
pretended to have gone to his mother to ask permission to join the
circus as the valet to Champion Volanko.
Yoselle’s service to his hero was rewarded with the wisdom and
training of the incomparable Volanko. Every day began an hour
before dawn with Volanko first training Yoselle in the art of deep
breathing, exercising the abdominal, then upper-chest types of
breathing. “Breath fans the fire of life, without air the fire dies,”
Volanko would assert, and coached Yoselle to persist in exercising
the deep and strong breath, low and high.
“How long do I have to do this?” a tired Yoselle once inquired.
“ For the rest of your life,” Champion Volanko emphasized as he
himself drew a deep breath.
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To further emphasize the importance of the breath, after a
month Volanko insisted that they sleep outside every rainless night
so that they may embrace the air 24 hours a day.
Volanko would not allow Yoselle to eat the rich or overcooked
foods the circus provided. Instead, Volanko himself prepared
hearty, dark grain porridges, and made sure that they ate the
freshest fruits and vegetables available. To illustrate his point,
Volanko pulled out his pocket watch, and flipped open the back
so that Yoselle could see the tiny, intricate workings of wheels and
springs. Volanko directed Yoselle to marvel at how fine and clean
the timepiece functioned, then implored, “Would you throw dirt in
here? Of course not! And your body is a million times more refined
than this. Don’t put food that is bad for it in it either, just because it
tickled your tongue for a minute.”
For weeks Volanko trained Yoselle in good habits, persistence
and right breathing. Then, one day as the sun dawned after his
hour of breath exercises, Yoselle was challenged by Volanko to
raise two large buckets over his head. When Yoselle quickly and
proudly accomplished this, Volanko immediately redoubled the
challenge, “Now let me see how many times you can do it.”
Yoselle struggled to the count of six, but Volanko wouldn’t let him
stop, and chided, coached, and encouraged him another four
times. Yoselle knew that his champion teacher would never let him
do less again.
The next day, however, Volanko put a handful of sand in each
bucket, and still another handful of sand the day after. When
Yoselle would start to give up Volanko would yell, “Set your mind to
it, refuse to be weak, refuse to be sick, refuse to die.”
Volanko was always reminding him to visualize accomplishment,
and to visualize persistence in his mind first, for the first task in
reaching any goal is developing a positive, strong outlook. Volanko
taught Yoselle to take on a perspective of small accomplishments,
building up to great success over a very long period. “Yoselle, if I
had told you to raise the buckets ten times, you probably couldn’t
have done it. If you look at the whole job, you’ll be overwhelmed.
Instead, do only the small job in front of you. Only think of that first
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step . . . and then take one more step, one more lift, one more
movement. Think no further when you feel overwhelmed or
frustrated. Think only of what is in front of your face. Before you
know it, you’ll have done it all—without fear or concern. Time will
work for you.”
Volanko regularly repeated this saying, “Time will work for you,”
and encouraged Yoselle to build a mountain of accomplishment a
spoonful at a time. The circus went east to Russia, then south to India
and in every city, Volanko would wrestle the region’s strongman and
always win the match. Volanko would point to his own temple and,
coaching Yoselle he would explain, “Before you begin a task, you
must succeed up here. Mind, spirit, action. Decisive mind, hearty
spirit, clear action.” Volanko infused Yoselle with these.
Little by little, weeks into months, Yoselle’s cough went away, until
he felt good for the first time in his life. Now he thought he was hot
stuff and began to strut like a peacock. But Volanko did not want
Yoselle to be satisfied with ordinary vitality, and challenged him to
break a string wrapped tightly around his chest—just by inhaling with
force. Yoselle thought he had gotten the
lesson of strong breaths but even after a
half hour of repeated trying, he was not
able to break the string.
To show Yoselle how far one could go
in developing breath strength, Volanko
latched a heavy chain around his own
chest, then instructed, “Master low and
high breathing and you empower the
heart, the brain, and all the organs.
Terrific bodily power can be drawn from
the full breath.” He took in full abdominal
spirit until his stomach looked like he had
swallowed a balloon, then shifted the
breath to the upper lungs, strained for a
moment and the chain snapped as if
Yoselle had been transformed.
lightning had struck it. Yoselle was never
over-proud again.
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From this lesson forward, Volanko spent time everyday training
Yoselle in wrestling techniques, in addition to hardening his
endurance and mental tenacity. Yoselle became a great wrestler.
Volanko’s words became his own thoughts, “Think that you are
strong and you are, think that you will be faster than your
opponent and you will be, think you will get up again and you will.”
As the months sped by, the buckets finally became full. Yoselle
had been transformed.
He was happily cleaning Volanko’s train car one day when he
noticed the star of David, and realized that his teacher was Jewish
like himself. Volanko didn’t look Jewish and had pretended to be a
Cossack. Volanko was ashamed and confessed, “Yes, I hide my
heritage—for no circus would hire me as a Jew. This is where you
can be stronger than your teacher, Yoselle. Never betray who you
are. Be proud of your past.”
One April day the circus train rolled into
Sulvak again and Volanko announced that
Yoselle would leave his service. Yoselle had
grown strong in body, mind, and spirit.
Yoselle had left home a sickly boy and
returned a radiant young man. His mother
fainted when she saw him, and when she
came to, the Greensteins began a
celebration that went on for many days.
Yoselle became engaged to a young
woman whom he had always fancied and
when they turned eighteen, they married.
Yoselle knew he had the power to make
life change from difficult to celebratory, so
he and his new wife immigrated to
America.
Yoselle changed his name to Joseph
and after a difficult beginning, became
the strongest man in America, known as
“The Mighty Atom”. Crowds flocked to see
the small Hercules (5’4”) perform

Yoselle as THE MIGHTY ATOM
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unbelievable feats of strength. Joseph kept training every part of his
body, mind, and spirit until he could bend crow bars with his bare
hands, bite nails and chains in two with his teeth and explode chains
off his chest.
Even at 82, he could still break chains with his breath and drive
spikes through wood using his palm as a hammer. He had
demonstrated his teacher’s proclamation that the greatest athletes
come from the sick and the infirm.
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The Mighty Atom’s Twelve Rules
for Raising Delinquent Children

From The Mighty Atom by Ed Spielman, Viking Press, 1979
1. Begin in infancy to give the child everything he wants. In this way he will
grow up to believe that the world owes him a living.

2. When he picks up bad words, laugh at him. This will make him think he is

cute. It will also encourage him to pick up cuter phrases that will later blow

off the top of your head.

3. Never give him any spiritual training. Wait until he is 21, and then let him
decide for himself.

4. Avoid use of the word “wrong.” It may develop into a guilt complex. Later,
when he is arrested for stealing a car, he can conclude that society is

against him and that he is being persecuted.

5. Pick up everything he leaves lying around; books, shoes, clothes. Do
everything for him, so that he will be experienced in throwing all
responsibility upon others.

6. Let him read any printed matter that he can get his hands on. Be careful

that the silverware and drinking glasses are sterilized, but let his mind feast

on garbage.

7. Quarrel frequently in the presence of your children. In this way they will not
be too shocked when their home is broken up later.

8. Give a child all the spending money he wants. Never let him earn his own.
Why should he have things as tough as you had them?

9. Satisfy his every craving for food, drink, and comfort. See that every sensual
desire is gratified. Denial may lead to harmful frustration.

10. Take his part against neighbors, teachers, policemen. They are all
prejudiced against your child.

11. When he gets into real trouble, apologize to yourself by saying, “I could
never do anything with him.”

12. Prepare for a life of grief. You will be likely to have it.
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Hand your child a dollar bill, showing him/her the eye and the pyramid
on the reverse side. Have your child fold the dollar bill so that only the eye and
pyramid are framed. Ask them if they would like it in a place in their room
where they can see it easily and see that they are building their pyramid of
attention.
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Personal/Cultural History
This is not a story for you, but rather stories by you: Tell your child some

history, let them know, in your own words, how for a long time, people could

be bought and sold. Someone that didn’t care for you, but was bigger, could

tell you what to do. They could take you away from your family, make you
work all day for little food and sparse shelter. And worse.

But from time to time, people changed their destiny of slavery and

oppression and stood up for freedom and justice. Moses led his people to

freedom, the Athenians abolished tyrants and established democracy, the
Magna Carta made the kings follow their own laws, the Declaration of

Independence established liberty forever, Abraham Lincoln abolished outright

slavery; Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther King, Jr., Aung San Suu Kyi of Burma,

and Nelson Mandela all led (and are leading) people out of oppression
towards the promised land of freedom.

Every history has its stories. Tell them about past leaders and emphasize

each case of truly great persistence. Tell them any stories in your own family

history about relatives who overcame great hardship.
*****
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Nature Games

The following Nature Games are given for their usefulness
to the study and development of attention and rest.

Ten Things

Ages: seven and up.
Materials needed: Note pads and pencils.
Give your children each a note pad and pencil and take them on a nature
walk. After walking some distance, have them find a comfortable place where
they can sit and write down (e.g. ten) things they saw, ten sounds they heard,
ten smells, ten body sensations, and ten feelings they felt. Encourage rightbrained reporting as well as left-brained accounting of their experiences. For
instance, you might suggest that they write the things they heard in
onomatopoeic fashion, after giving them a few examples of how to convert
the sounds of nature into language. For example: instead of writing that they
heard “the wind”, they might write “whoooossh”. As with many of the other
games, the major purpose of this one is to develop and strengthen their
capacity for participatory experience. If you can, ask them also to name,
recount, or recollect times they perhaps felt the mystery of life, or times the
ancients or Indians would call a spirit.
A simpler, non-written exercise can be played by younger children. The
children are directed to “see how many things you can hear.” Follow with the
other senses, but always start with listening to help them get into a sensitive
relationship to what surrounds them—instead of being automatically distracted
by their own energy.
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Touch a Deer

Ages: four and up.
The adult is the “deer”(at least for the first few times). He or she finds a
place in a wooded area or open field to “graze”—by bending down and
pretending to be a deer, occupied with munching the foliage. The children (in
groups, holding hands) are to sneak up on the deer without the deer hearing
them coming or seeing them moving. The object of the game is for the
children to cooperate as a group and to get close enough to the deer to
touch it. (This game is similar to the classic children’s game “red-light/greenlight”.)
The younger children should be given only twenty yards or so to traverse,
and over quiet ground (no twigs, leaves, etc). The older children can be given
fifty yards, and over noisier ground.
At first, the most impulsive group rages forth. If the grazing deer hears a
sound from the approaching children, it looks up, with eyes wide open, hands
up behind its ears, palms open and fingers together (imitating the habits and
highly sensitive ears of a wild deer). Once the deer hears a sound, it then looks
directly at the group(s) making the noise, and if it sees a child move at all, it
runs away— around and closer to the calmer, slower children. The children
“freeze” in whatever position they are caught in at that moment. This teaches
balancing skills and catlike
movement as well as
evenhandedness. After
prancing away to a
new “safe” distance
from the moving
children, the deer
then looks back to
see if the children
are still moving. If
they are not, then,
after several
seconds, the deer
looks away and
continues to graze, and
the players can once
again begin to approach
quietly.
author as scared deer, 1986
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This game can be played for an hour or more; changing groups, groups size,
or as individuals, and the children may graduate to being the deer—with adult
help at first.
Once a group of children was playing the Deer Game in a Northern
California forest when, in the midst of their self-imposed silence, they heard
much noise in the woods nearby. Their teacher alerted them that a deer was
probably coming toward them, and this would give them a chance to practice
their techniques for real! Indeed, a buck and two does came right upon the
group of boys, all of whom “froze” and were silently alert. The deer stopped
and stared at the boys, ears forward, until a full minute, then resumed trotting
through the woods. As soon as the deer had gone, the whole group let out a
whoop of excitement at their success in freezing still for a real deer!
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Leaf Burial
All ages.

This is a classic nature game in which the participants are buried in leaves.
Be sure that the area you have chosen is free of poison oak or poison ivy, and
that the children are already relaxed and calm. Once you have found a
good spot and the children are fairly well covered (except for eyes, nose, and
mouth), lead them in a guided meditation according to their age and
capacity. Some possibilities for this game are given here:

1) Tell your children that, with every breath, they can relax more and more
and more. Tell them to see if, when they breathe out, they can relax so
much that they feel that their bodies are melting into the Earth and they are
becoming the same as the Earth itself. Have them take several deep
breaths and, with every relaxing breath, feel how big the Earth is. After a
few minutes, ask them to also feel how far the sky goes (“on and on and
on”). Read to them poetry you like or recite an appropriate song.

2) Tell your children to imagine that they have been buried in the Earth like this
for years and years and that they really like it because it feels so good. Tell
them to imagine all the seasons passing, “with wind and snow and rain and
animals and lightning and sunshine and things growing in them and people
walking and talking,” and that “you are just the eyes of the world, looking
up and enjoying everything.”
3) After you have played this game with the children a few times, tell them
that they can feel whatever they want that brings them into the feeling of
happiness. Tell them that they don’t have to think about anything but to
feel happy.

Wandering

Ages six and up.
This ‘graduate’ game is for those children who have benefited significantly
from the preceding games, and who have developed a real feeling in their
relationship to nature. Tell your children that you want to teach them about a
new way to walk in the out-of-doors. Instead of walks on which they are to
look for something in particular, they are to walk to notice everything. This kind
of walk is called “wandering”. In wandering, the main focus is to notice the
mystery or wonder or feeling of the life-spirit in everything. The walk is to be
slow, silent, full of deep breathing and feeling. It is to be punctuated with
periods of just sitting, or even lying on the ground, and allowing feeling to
merge into the feeling of the mystery felt everywhere in nature.
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Give your children a large, but safe and defined area to wander in. At first,
wander with them so that you can point out ways in which they can slow down
and exercise their feeling. They are to walk alone, at an agreed upon distance
from each other. Encourage them to take time to just sit, breathe deeply, and
let their eyes be delighted by what is all around them. Let them know that they
will be “wandering” for a specific time—as little as ten minutes or as much as
sixty minutes. Once you have established the proper tone, sit in your predesignated spot. When the time is up, ring a bell (or give some other such
signal). They are to then walk calmly and silently to a prearranged area and
share their experiences and feelings. Do this wandering often, as often as they
can make use of it, to deepen their feeling of unity with life itself.
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Proverbs & Saws
Make haste slowly.
—proverb

I’m going slow because I’m in a hurry.
—Spanish proverb

Success is the ability to go from failure to failure without the loss of enthusiasm.
—Winston Churchill

Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth tries.
—James A Michener, Chesapeake

The man who is slothful in his work is brother to the man who is destructive.
—Proverbs 18:9

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
—Native American and Chinese

Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is what keeps you going.
—Jim Ryun

Perseverance is not a long race; it is many short races one after another.
—Walter Elliot
Discipline is remembering your goal.
—proverb

Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes off your
goal.
—E. Joseph Cossman

Whether you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right.
—Henry Ford

The path was worn and slippery. My foot slipped from under me, knocking the
other out of the way, but I recovered and said to myself, “It’s a slip and not a
fall.”
—Abraham Lincoln, after losing a senate race.

Give me a place to stand and I will move the earth.
—Archimedes
The weak have wishes, the strong have will.
—Chinese Proverb
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